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CLUB MEETING
Monday 2 nd May
Tararua Tramping Club Rooms, 4 Moncrieff St., Mt. Victoria
7.30pm

AGM
+
Tony Houpt
(See page 6 for details)
A club meeting is usually held on the first Monday of every month
(except January) even if the Monday is a Public Holiday
(Waitangi Day, Easter Monday, Queen’s Birthday or Opening Day)
Events This Month
Club Trip:
Fly Tying:
On-Stream Day:
Casting practice:
Capital trout Centre:

th

28-29
th
16
th
14
Sundays
Closed

Future Club Meetings:
th
June 6

New Members

Graeme and Pauline McIntyre
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President’s Report
Another year has come and gone and the club appears to be in
good heart.
Many thanks to the committee and all those other members
who contribute in various ways to keep the club’s programmes
ticking over.
We have had good numbers at club meetings and events
such as the pond clean-up while the club trips have been very well
supported.
However we are always looking for new ideas and new
members to join our committee (not an onerous task) so if you feel
you can contribute, please let one of the committee members know
at the AGM in May.
Tony Houpt has agreed to be our guest speaker for May and
will be looking to members to come up with questions and issues
they are either unsure about or are concerned about. See more
details elsewhere in the magazine
The AGM will also be a time when we will be recognising
some of our members in various ways for their efforts on behalf of
the club and will also be an opportunity for you to show us your
photographic skills by entering a photo in the photo competition.
Make sure you follow the rules that are detailed elsewhere in the
magazine.
As you will be aware, the issue of a possible Carp Farm
north of Taupo has been in the news lately and I am pleased to
advise that following public opposition the applicants have now
withdrawn their application. Despite the fact that the Minister of
Conservation had approved the application subject to certain further
requirements, public pressure has been successful and shows that
clubs like ours need to be vigilant in protecting our New Zealand
freshwater fishery and we can make a difference.
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Northface & RAP Clothing
And Merrell Footware
Has Arrived
Instore
Full Range of Quality SIMMS Gear
Including
NEW NEW NEW
Simms Breathable Waders for Women
Most Popular Sage Combo
Sage Approach flyrod (5, 6, 7, 8 wt)
Sage 2250 reel
Rio Gold WF floating flyline
Backing, leader, rod tube included
The Flyfishing Experts

Hutt Valley Hunting & Fishing NZ
444 Cuba Street, Alicetown, Lower Hutt, P O Box 33 206, Petone,
Wellington, New Zealand
Telephone: 0064-4-589 9500 Facsimile: 0064-4-589 9520
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189 Taupahi Rd Turangi
HANAK Czech Nymph Rods (Champion and Alpen
Nymph) 9ft 6 – extendable to 10ft 6 and 11ft
$500
HANAK closed Czech nymph Reel (Alpen Nymph 35)
$300
HANAK slotted tungsten beads in all colors,
HANAK Fluro Carbon 50m $20,
HANAK barbless Nymph hooks
Free 1 hr Czech Nymph lesson with any Rod or Reel sold.
HANAK as used by the world Champion Czech Nymphers
Tackle Shop open most mornings by 7.30am, Cafe 8am
Email info@creeltackle.com

web site www.creeltackle.com
or www.turangiflyfish.com
PH 07 3867929
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May Meeting: Guest Speaker: Tony Houpt
Tony is a member of the Wellington Fly Fishers Club and has been
a regular member of the New Zealand Fly Fishing Team since 2008.
He has extensive experience in fly fishing for trout in New Zealand
and overseas. Tony would be pleased to answer fly fishing related
questions for members. We suggest you submit your questions
before Friday 29 April if possible so that Tony can order and prepare
his response.
Questions could cover topics such as:
• How to improve skills
• Preparation
• Blind vs sighted fishing
• Preferred rod styles, e.g. fast action vs slow action
• What weight rods & lengths for different fishing conditions
• His favourite NZ locations
• Fly tying preferences – hooks, materials, other?
• And probably many more
Questions can be emailed to wellingtonflyfishers@paradise.net.nz
or sent to a member of the committee.
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WELLINGTON FLYFISHERS CLUB
AGM & PHOTO COMPETITION
Monday 2nd May 2016
AGENDA
Welcome:
Apologies:
President’s Report:
Minutes of AGM held 4th May 2015:
Matters Arising:
Treasurer’s Report:
Membership Fees
Committee Nominations:
General:
Didymo Dave
Email contact list
Presentation of Trophies:
Presentation of 15 year membership certificates:

PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
This is a reminder to take that special photograph that you think
should be the next cover of our magazine. Photos will be judged at
the AGM in May and trophy awarded.
Rules
·
The photo must be one you have taken yourself
·
The photo size must be A5 (15cm x 21 cm)
·
The photo must be portrait orientation (i.e. same size and
orientation as the magazine cover).
Hand your photo to the front desk and a committee member will pin
it up on the board and allocate a number.
Photos will be judged by club members at the AGM.
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RANGITIKEI CLUB TRIP
The River Valley Lodge
saw us once again using
this as a base for our
annual Rangitikei trip and
eleven club members (and
supporters) made the trip
to this beautiful valley.
We all arrived
Friday night and although
a bit late for the evening
rise, one feisty rainbow
took a dry. The next morning breakfast was at 8 o’clock with plenty
of time beforehand for a few flicks in the rapids adjacent to the
Lodge. The Lodge now has three new small bunk rooms (four
bunks) which we were allocated for our stay, at a very cheap price.
Saturday saw us fish the Rangitikei at the Mangawhero
Bridge and although Rueben collected quite a number of smallish
fish, high numbers of large fish were hard to come by, probably a
sign that the drought conditions had delayed any early run of
spawning rainbows. However a few of us managed some nice fish
to 4lb.
We shifted to Springvale in the afternoon where once again
there were no significant catches but perseverance paid off for a
few. Saturday night we dined at the Lodge where the usual excellent
country style evening meal was provided (plus dessert for those that
wanted it). Sunday we decided to fish the Rangitikei on the way
home and stopped off at Tot Toi Road and the Mangaweka Bridge
and once again, no large numbers but a few feisty fish improved our
tallies for the weekend.
All in all a moderately successful trip with excellent company and
hopefully enjoyed by all.

Strato
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THE ESSENTIALS OF FLY CASTING
Elimination of Slack Line
This is the most efficient manner in which to cast a fly line. Begin
each cast with the fly line in a straight line from the rod tip to the fly.
A fly line with slack in it will not load the rod.
Proper Acceleration of the fly rod
In fly casting the function of the rod hand is to accelerate the rod so
that it may load or bend against the resistance of the fly line. The
hand accelerates the rod slowly at first and continues to increase in
speed until the rod reaches a position perpendicular to the target at
which point the rod hand accelerates even faster, and concludes,
with a short, ultra fast stop of the hand. The majority of acceleration
takes place near the end of the stroke.

troutunderground.com

A Straight Line Path creates efficient loop formation
Loop shapes are a result of 4 different paths that the rod tip may
take when casting. The first is the nearly straight line path of the rod
tip. This path generates a narrow loop and accurate placement of
the fly. A narrow loop will show a top and bottom leg separation of
approximately 20 inches. The top and bottom leg of the loop will
also be in the same plane - the top leg should always be directly
above the bottom leg for maximum efficiency. Another advantage of
the narrow loop is its ability to penetrate a wind. The smaller and
tighter loop has less surface area and increases resistance to the
wind The second path the rod tip can travel is in a convex path. The
path of the rod tip in this instance travels in a large upward arc as
opposed to a near straight line path. A convex path of the rod tip
opens up, or widens the loop, increases wind resistance and
9

compromises accuracy. The third path the rod tip can travel in is a
concave path. The path of the rod tip in this instance travels in a
downward arc. This path will form a closed or Tailing Loop and
comm only leads to the dreaded wind knot. The tailing loop will
severely compromise full turnover of the loop and accurate
placement of the fly.

www.christopherrownes.com

Last but not least is the lateral path of the rod tip. In this instance the
path of the rod tip no longer moves in a single plane but instead
swings out to the left or right from the straight line path to the target
plane. Know as the "Swinging Loop," the top leg "swings out" to the
left or right of the bottom leg of the loop. The swinging loop is a
casting fault. It is important to remember that the path that the rod
tip takes is the path that the fly line will follow.
Casting Stroke Size
This is generally determined by the length of the line to be cast.
A short cast of 15 feet is made with a short stroke, while a longer
cast of 45 feet is made with a longer stroke. Short line short stroke,
long line long stroke. The weight of a fly line is distributed over its
length. A shorter length of line will weigh less and bend the rod less.
A longer length of line will weigh more and bend the rod more. The
key to good loop formation is to match the size of the casting stroke
10

to the amount of bend in the rod in order to maintain a near straight
line path of the rod tip throughout the entire casting stroke. This is
known as a Variable Casting Stroke. Generally speaking our longest
casting stroke will be the entire length of our casting arm including
rearward and forward wrist rotation. Our longest casting stroke
would be used to cast a whole fly line and maybe some backing too!

texassportingjournal.com

Pause
The Pause may vary in duration at the end of each back cast and
forward cast stop. Also referred to as Timing, the pause allows the
loop to straighten before beginning the next stroke. If the line is not
straight the rod will not load properly as Slack line will be introduced
into the fly line by starting the cast before the loop has completely
unrolled or by starting the cast too late, allowing the line to fall
towards the ground. Sort line short pause, long line long pause.
Distance Casting and the Double Haul
A correctly timed downward tug, or haul with the line hand will
increase load on the rod tip, line speed, and casting distance. A
single haul is made on either the back or (usually) the forward cast.
A double haul requires a tug on both the back cast and forward cast.
This casting element is essential for achieving maximum distances
with shooting heads and heavy nymphs. The double haul will allow
you to cast further but it is first necessary to understand and master
the basic cast. The essential elements:
• Slow pick-up
• Accelerate straight back cast to a high positive stop
• Pause to allow line to straighten
11

•

Accelerate straight forward cast to a positive stop
The key to flycasting, line speed, tight loops and distance, is
the positive stop. Hauls add significant extra load to the rod.
Smoothness is important. Practice is important. Timing is
everything. We are trying to achieve a straight line path
(SLP) of the rod tip and flyline.
Rod and line combinations will determine exactly how; the
various elements of the cast are put together; the speed and
timing of each hand in either direction; and the force
necessary to load the rod and release the line. Listed below
are the technique elements to achieving greater distance.

christopherrownes.com

Back Cast
• Pick-up. Start slowly, with rod tip low and a light grip, rod butt
touching forearm.
• Wrist Snap, and Haul/Positive Stop. Accelerate to an abrupt
positive stop. Tighten grip to stop the rod. Both hands should
follow each other until a quick (12” or 30cm) haul is made.
The haul and positive stop finish together. Relax grip.
• Drift. Drifting both hands back and up following the
haul/positive stop creates a longer forward casting stroke
and allows time for any speed wobbles in the line to be
smoothed out. Let the line straighten. Keep your elbow partly
bent. You can also shoot some (1-3 metres) with the drift on
12

the backcast. Align the rod tip with the path of the flyline for
narrow loops.

christopherrownes.com

Forward Cast
• Wrist (or Tip) Snap, and Haul/Positive Stop. As for above.
Accelerate smoothly forward, elbow leading. Snap the tip
over with a simultaneous haul. A more positive stop and
quicker haul produces higher line speeds. Higher line
speeds equal more distance. Long hauls create larger loops.
Relax grip immediately after the stop. Rod tip can drift
slightly forward.
• Shooting Line. Shoot the line through a circle with your line
hand index finger and thumb - this will reduce the chances of
line wrapping the reel, rod butt, or stripping guide, and
improve line control when fishing.
Also
• Grip. Thumb on top, index finger beneath thumb, or V grip
with
thumb on the inside of the grip.
• False casting. Should be kept to a minimum. Rods can be
overloaded and have little power in reserve to achieve
distance. It is necessary to experiment and practice with
each of the rod/line combinations you use to achieve
optimum performance.
13
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Casting Arc. Casts should be 180 degrees apart and
(usually) in the same plane (rod tip tracking back and
forward on same line. Cast lower at the back if the wind is
from behind and when casting shooting heads, higher at the
back when casting into the wind or when casting floating
lines.
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CLUB EVENTS THIS MONTH
ON-STREAM DAY
th
Next onstream day - Saturday 14
The On-Stream Day will be on the Hutt or Ruamahunga River,
weather permitting. On-stream days are opportunities for members
who are new to flyfishing to learn from an experienced angler.
Attendance at one or two on-stream days will help in gaining an
understanding of fishing rivers. Develop rudimentary casting skills at
our Hataitai Park sessions before coming to an on-stream day. It is
your responsibility to have a current NZ sports fishing licence. These
can be purchased from Hunting & Fishing, 444 Cuba St Alicetown,
or online from Fish & Game.
Contact Strato (386-3740) before 9pm on the Wednesday prior to
get details of where to meet. Limited numbers can be
accommodated and acceptance will be on a first come first served
basis.
Casting Practice Hataitai Park 9.30am Sundays
Casting tuition is available throughout winter until daylight saving
begins, except on on-stream days when casting practice is held onstream. Being able to handle windy conditions will do much for your
confidence and success on-stream. Any member who needs help
with casting but is unable to attend the scheduled sessions should
phone Gordon Baker (027 494 6487) to arrange an alternative time.
Gordon is a Federation of Fly Fishers certified casting instructor.
Capital Trout Centre – Closed
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Strato & Strato at the pond
MEETING VENUE (TARARUA TRAMPING CLUB ROOMS)
4 Moncrieff St., Mt. Victoria
From motorway:
Follow Vivian Street and turn left onto Cambridge Terrace, then first
right into Elizabeth Street at the next set of traffic lights.
Travelling South on Kent Terrace:
Turn left into Elizabeth Street at the
first set of traffic lights after the
Embassy Theatre (by the Liquor Store).
Additional parking is available at the Clyde Quay school – use the top
gate.

CLUB TRIPS
Contact Strato Cotsilinis for details.
Weekend Club Trips away from Wellington are organized each month.
Accommodation is usually prearranged for the Friday and Saturday
nights (dates given are days fishing). Transport is arranged as necessary,
with costs shared. Contact each organizer at the club meeting. Novice
fishers are encouraged to participate. Although assistance will be
available, basic casting and fishing skills are required and will make your
trip more enjoyable.
Upcoming trips:
Dates
Destination
Organiser
May 28-29

th

Strato
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Feather Merchants Fly of the Month

Venue: Tararua Tramping Club Library
Monday 17th , 7.30pm
(Access through side door on
north side of building)

Glo-Bug
Probably the most effective cold water winter
fly pattern. The Glo-Bug has proved itself for
over 60 years now. Originating in California
this easily tied pattern is successful wherever trout are. In fast, slow
or still water this fly will attract pre-spawning and other trout when
standard natural patterns are less interesting.
Hook
Thread
Body

TMC 2457 size 14 or 105 size 10
Danville flymaster fire orange
Glo-Bug yarn - various colour combinations including;
Champagne, fire orange, fluorescent orange, flame,
deep dark red

If anyone has suggestions for fly patterns they would like to see tied at the flytying meetings
please let Gordon know 027 494 6487. This will give an opportunity to plan ahead and order
materials well in advance.
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NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTIONS
rd
Deadline for the next issue is 10pm Monday 23 May
As a guide for article length – anything from 250-450 words per page.
Early submission preferred – items not received by the deadline may
not be included. Format text for A5 page size. Please copy and paste
text into an email and ensure images do not exceed1Mb. Mail hard
copy to PO Box 9236, Te Aro, Wellington; or email the editor
chrispa@hotmail.com. (Attached files often result in incoming emails
being treated as spam and being deleted by the server).
The newsletter is dependant on contributions from club
members and all articles are eligible for the annual Literary Prize
awarded at the AGM in May each year.
Advertising: The club has a policy of only accepting advertising
relating to fishing. Commercial rates $25 per half page, members no
charge. Centrefold (Promotional material only) $75. Contact the club
secretary. Please support our advertisers – tell them you saw their
ad in Tight Lines.
Receive the Newsletter as a pdf via email
Contact the editor and/or club secretary to be added to the mail list
(Please check your email settings so that the newsletter is not deleted
as ‘spam’ or ‘junk’)
COMMITTEE MEETING – 5.45 pm, second Tuesday every month.
Any club member who has matters which they believe should be
considered by the committee may discuss them with a committee
member by phone, or at the club meeting, or write to the secretary.
Committee Members – the meeting will be at Petherick Towers, 38
Waring Taylor St.
THE HELPDESK
Helpdesk is an opportunity for those attending club meetings to have
their questions answered. This is a chance for newer members to
have fly fishing mysteries unraveled. Tying techniques and problems,
rigs, knots, fly selection, issues, casting, how to and where to go.
Bring your problems and try the Helpdesk out. It will be manned by a
different senior club member each month.
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FISH’N TIPS

Trout spawn during the cooler months and
become much more agitated and aggressive
in autumn as they build up condition. This is
the reason why autumn is a great time to fish
with streamers.
Aggressive, territorial trout are more likely to chase and hopefully take
streamers and other flies that may represent a threat or disturbance to a
trout preparing to spawn. Think about fly size, profile and colour with the
aim of irritating an already cranky fish.

CLUB WEBSITE & FACEBOOK PAGE
The club website and facebook page provide online
information about the club, contact details and activities, as
well as links to river level data, weather and fishing
information.
http://www.wellingtonflyfishers.org.nz

BEST FISH AWARDS
Current records:
1 April 2016 - 31 March 2017.
Stirling Sports heaviest fish (junior)
Hunting & Fishing heaviest fish (senior)
Graham Evans, 8.6lb, rainbow, caught on Lake O.
(NOTE: entries for heaviest fish of the year must be received within 30 days of
capture. Entries received in March for fish caught outside the 30 day period will
rd
not qualify. Entries close 3 week of March on printing deadline for newsletter)

Wallace Condition factor: best-conditioned fish
Neil Hollebone, Tutaekuri, rainbow Jack, 2.5lbs 17 inches. CF 50.88
This month’s best fish (month to date of newsletter deadline)
Graham Evans, 8.6lb, rainbow, caught on Lake O.
Runners up:
If you think your fish qualifies phone Peter Nagle (479-4944) or email
peter.nagle@xtra.co.nz
* Calculate your condition factor on the Wellington Flyfishers website.
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WELLINGTON FLYFISHERS CLUB MISSION
To establish, maintain and conduct a club for the encouragement and
promotion of flyfishing and all activities pertaining thereto.
2015-16 COMMITTEE
President
Past President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Newsletter Editor
Librarian
Website
Club Trips
Catering
Catering
Print Manager
Fly Tying & Casting
Club Competitions
Committee

Strato Cotsilinis
Paul Baker

386-3740
970-2595

Heather Millar
Carmen Cotsilinis
Chris Paulin
Warren Horne
Peter Nagle
Strato Cotsilinis
Piero Bertocchi
Marion Hall
Robyn Gray
Peter Nagle
Gordon Baker

386-3049
386-3740
027 874 7326
386-3049
479-4944
386-3740
027 554 0960
477-0061
475-9572
479-4944
384-6513
027 494-6487
970-2595
472-3456
021 636 033
027 2304770

Paul Baker
Peter Buxton
John Fahey
Linda Brown

CLUB MEMBERSHIP
To join the club: collect a form at a club meeting; download a copy
from the club website; or phone a committee member to have a form
mailed to you. Mail the completed form to PO Box 9236, Te Aro,
Wellington, or hand it in at the next meeting with your subscription
and joining fee.
Meetings are held at 7.30 pm on the first Monday of every month
except January at the Tararua Tramping Club rooms, 4 Moncreiff
Street, Mt. Victoria, Wellington.
Tight Lines, the club newsletter is published monthly, except
January, and is also available to club members via email as a pdf –
contact the editor to be added to the distribution list.
Fees 1 April 2016 - 31 March 2017
Full member or family membership $35, Junior membership no fee.
Joining fee $10
Overseas Newsletter postage $45
Enquiries: kiwiflyfisher@gmail.com
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